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Border authorities and Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) across Europe face important challenges in how they patrol and protect the borders.

- Heterogeneity of threats, the wideness of the surveyed area, the adverse weather conditions and the wide range of terrains.
- Nowadays border authorities do not have access to an intelligent holistic solution providing all aforementioned functionalities.

ROBORDER aims at developing a fully-functional autonomous border surveillance system with unmanned mobile robots including aerial, water surface, underwater and ground vehicles, capable of functioning both as standalone and in swarms, which will incorporate multimodal.

- The system will be equipped with adaptable sensing and robotic technologies that can operate in a wide range of operational and environmental settings.
- To provide a complete and detailed situational awareness picture that supports highly efficient operations, the network of sensors will include static networked sensors such as border surveillance radars, as well as mobile sensors.
- Detection capabilities for early identification of criminal activities and hazardous incidents will be developed.
- This information will be forwarded to the command and control unit that will enable the integration of large volumes of heterogeneous sensor data and the provision of a quick overview of the situation at a glance to the operators, supporting them in their decisions.
Maritime surveillance scenario

- Coastal radar network
- Large fixed wing UAVs with on-board sensors: high quality/long range optical and thermal cameras, passive radar, RF comms sensor and optionally others such as LiDAR
- USVs with on-board sensors: optical and thermal cameras, passive radar, RF comms sensor and optionally other payloads
- UUV with on-board sensors: sonar and optionally other payloads

Land border protection scenario

- Fixed radar network
- Large fixed wing UAVs flying at high altitude to provide a general situational awareness, with on-board sensors
- Small fixed-wing UAV flying at medium to low altitude, providing a closer view of the situation
- Small multi-copter UAV flying at low altitude, keeping a close eye on the target.
- UGVs with on-board sensors: optical and thermal cameras, RF comms sensor and optionally other payloads.
- Small tethered multi-copter UAV operating in cooperation with a carrier UGV.
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